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Abstract
As an emerging student theatre company with the aim of becoming a professional
company in the future, it is vital to build a reputation and gain contacts within the
industry whilst still at University. For us, the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, as the largest
arts festival in the world (with almost 4000 productions taking part in 2019), was the
ideal platform to showcase our work. Not only is the festival a great place to gain
recognition from professionals within the arts industry, for Pound of Flesh, it provided
a first opportunity to perform to the general public on a large scale. Estimates
suggest up to three million audience members visited Edinburgh during August this
year, which shows that the city serves as the perfect hub for new artists who want to
showcase their work to a wider audience pool than they would usually have access
to. As students, the Festival gives us the perfect opportunity to perform our work to a
non-student audience.
As a company we have already produced work which has been showcased at
festivals and performed more informally around The University of Warwick.
Throughout our time at these various performance runs, we have been advised that
the Edinburgh Fringe is the best place to experience the industry first hand, and also
to present our work to a wider audience. Despite this advice, it has become clear
over the last few years that the festival itself is becoming harder to access for
emerging companies – favouring more commercial shows and already established
companies. It was important for us to strike a balance between getting as much as
we could out of our time at the Fringe and appearing as professional as possible,
and also staying within our means as students.
In this report I am going to reflect on the importance of the Edinburgh Festival Fringe
as an opportunity for emerging theatre companies and how we successfully
navigated the more commercial aspects of the festival as students.
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The Company
Pound of Flesh is a young and playful, emerging theatre company from the
University of Warwick. Created with the aim of bringing exciting new concepts and
ideas to the stage, we are always experimenting, pushing ourselves to constantly try
out new styles and forms and never being put off by a challenge. Originally cofounded by two Warwick students (Matt Owen and Oscar Sadler), Pound of Flesh
gave a chance to create new work away from the limitations of society theatre but
with the support of the Warwick theatre community. The Pound of Flesh ethos is,
(whilst we remain studying at the University), to openly audition our shows. By open
auditioning our shows, we are able to market our shows across many social groups
across the university to give opportunity to students who may be new to acting and
theatre, whilst also gain a reputation as a company who people want to work with
and feel they can access. In our first year, the company has doubled to include a
dedicated marketing manager and a producer. These roles are vital in the production
of shows, both on a large scale and smaller scale. Although we have vague roles
within the company, we are all multi-disciplined and take pride in the fact that we are
collaborative and can be supportive within our production teams.
Our production team during our time at Edinburgh consisted of two members from
our company (Matt Owen directing and Kate Chalmers producing), and five external
crew members who we had worked with before (including an assistant director, coproducer, two marketing managers and a technical manager). By extending our
production team to consist of more than the core theatre company, we were able to
learn new ways of working and people management, as well as benefit from eachother’s experiences and enthusiasm for the show. Looking into the future and the
possible expansion of the company, it becomes clear that working among larger
production teams is important – not only in terms of our personal team working skills,
but possible future collaborations.
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Previous Production History
Pound of Flesh was first formed after a show which our co-founders (Matt Owen and
Oscar Sadler) co-directed (Misterman by Enda Walsh) in the Warwick Arts Centre
(under a drama society), was scouted to perform at the Nanshan Theatre Festival in
Shenzhen, China. The play is typically performed as a one-man show, but this
production added an ensemble of foley artists who performed a constant live
soundscape under the text. This once in a life time opportunity was taken and 4
months after the Warwick performance a cast and crew of thirteen flew to China.
This experience was not only a chance to experience a different culture (in lifestyle
and theatrical practice), but also helped us to learn as a company. Organising the
trip whilst rehearsing the show was a huge task. Visas had to be applied for, flights
booked and props bought and packed in suitcases, whilst a technically demanding
show needed to be re-rehearsed after a 3 month break. As the first show performed
under Pound of Flesh, we also used this experience to develop our own
safeguarding policy and contracts which have proved vital in every show we have
produced since. This was our first opportunity to evaluate our company infrastructure
and how we want to work in the future.
Following Misterman, we returned to our base in Leamington Spa wanting to put on
a much smaller-scale show. Settling on Yen by Anna Jordan and a £25 budget, we
committed to performing the show in a basement. This location was perfect as it was
central to the student market we would be aiming for, it gave an intimate and unique
performance atmosphere and also would allow for technical aspects which would
enhance the show (e.g. projection on the walls in low light which encase the space in
colour and images). This play tells the story of two brothers who live in a council flat
in Feltham. It is an intimate look into youth, masculinity, coming of age in the internet
generation and the current poverty crisis. We were selected as one of 11 shows to
perform at The National Student Drama Festival in 2019. Whilst at the festival in over
the Easter break, we developed our contacts within the industry, earning us future
opportunities and threw ourselves into workshops and discussions which would help
us to learn about our craft. Another technically demanding show, we adapted the
staging of the performance within a week, as we would be performing in a studio and
not a basement all the while, learning a lot about how to keep healthy during an
intense performance run. Learning about actor safety and health would prove itself
useful in Edinburgh that Summer. Our producer joined the NSDF Management Team
for the week, improving her organisational skills and learning about front of house
and health and safety. Whilst at the Festival, we won three awards: Best Director,
Best Ensemble Cast and Most Promising Actor.
(Production photographs of these shows can be found in the appendices on page…)
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Initial Development
On returning from NSDF, we knew that the next logical step for an emerging theatre
company is to create new and original work. Not only did we feel the urge to be
telling stories which were ours and that we could take ownership of, but as students,
our main cost when putting on performance runs were the rights to the production.
This cost was unsustainable and so we moved, naturally onto devising and new
writing. We were inspired by gig theatre shows by Wildcard (Electrolyte) and Middle
Child (All We Ever Wanted Was Everything) at the 2018 Edinburgh Fringe and so,
the idea to create our own piece of gig theatre first came just over a year ago.
Initially a piece tackling the theme of homelessness, Fires developed into a show
which centred itself more around the experience of two children grieving after the
death of their mother. We knew that we wanted to create a piece which could be
easily accessible and was a work of fiction and so worked carefully to keep the text
close to real emotion while fictionalising the events which happened. It is important
to us, as a theatre company, to create the most authentic and raw performances
possible and so, during our research and development period, our director and writer
looked into testimonies, journals and statistics surrounding the topic. The piece deals
with themes of loss, childhood grief (and the effects of this mentally and physically)
and knife crime in London – all of which were heavily researched and discussed in
the rehearsal room.
As well as this, our understanding of the form of gig-theatre changed. The role of
Sound Artist emerged after our vision for the show changed from the use of foley
and acoustic music to a blend of folk and electronic sounds. This mixture of sounds
helped us to complement the characters’ warped view of reality and imagination. It
was a change which meant a lot of technical training and research, but also was
something we were praised for most by our audiences whilst up at the Fringe. We
have now accumulated technical knowledge which means we can set up our own
band tech and problem solve in professional venues in the future. Having a long
research and development stage meant that the rehearsal process was slower than
for most of our previous shows, but it was so important to us to create a show which
was real and authentic, so we took the time needed. We also sent the script to the
professionals we had met during our week at NSDF for feedback. As a first-time
writer Oscar wanted to be sure that the show would match up to the standard of work
expected at the Fringe and professional venues and so used the contacts we already
had to proof read his work and send suggestions. Overall it was a collaborative
process which meant that a lot of the rehearsals took on a devising structure.
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Rehearsals & Previews
As is the norm for a Pound of Flesh show, we auditioned at the University and cast 4
students spanning a range of years. Our rehearsal process was split between
intense text work and devising the soundtrack to the show. The play is written in
dialect (using phonetic spelling to emphasise the childlike grammar and syntax used)
and so took a while to dissect and play with. Whilst this was going on the soundtrack
to the show, which would complement the rhythms of the text, was being created.
The matching of words and music came much later in the process. After staging the
show in full we were able to experiment with the form more – adding choreography
and audience interaction.
As we are an external company, we were faced with the problem of sourcing
equipment and tech for the show. We were able to hire some microphones from
Tech Crew (a student society specialising in technical theatre) but, as a company we
had to learn how to set up the space and make it safe in what was a very busy and
energetic show.
We performed two previews at Warwick University at the end of third term last
academic year. These previews acted as a way of gaining feedback before we came
to prepare and rehearse for Edinburgh. We sold out both nights and got some
audience feedback which genuinely helped to improve and finetune the show. We
also marketed the show as ‘pay what you decide’ which helped us to fundraise some
money.
Following a little break, we came back to rehearse for Edinburgh and in anticipation
of a preview at The Holbeck – a venue in Leeds which is run by the theatre company
Slung Low. We met the several members of Slung Low during our time at NSDF and
after pitching the rough outline of our new gig-theatre show, they offered us a slot to
perform on our way up to Edinburgh. We performed for one night to the general
public and, again, received some very valuable, positive feedback. On reflection, the
3 previews we performed were vital to the outcome of our success in Edinburgh, as
without them we would not have had the feedback from audiences and practice at
performing the show before undertaking our month-long run.
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The Edinburgh Fringe Festival
Our preview at The Holbeck prepared us well for our month at Edinburgh, as it was a
taster of performing in an unusual performance space (The Holbeck is the oldest
working men’s club in the England) and being surrounded by fellow artists and
industry professionals. We were introduced to the hectic nature of the Fringe with a
6.30am tech run, less than 12 hours after arriving in the city. The end-on, intimate
layout of our space, the ninety-seater C Aquila Temple, suited the piece well, so
adapting it to the new venue was as straightforward as we could have hoped. The
first few days were a huge challenge for us, and we had to adjust the expectations
we had for the month in terms of what we hoped to achieve. Our cast and crew spent
the first few days flyering endlessly in the city, using up the adrenaline and
anticipation they had, but it quickly became clear that this was not sustainable. It is
notoriously difficult to sell a show and bring in large audiences at the Fringe,
especially as a small company making their debut. Despite the plethora of emails
being sent to press and industry professionals and the hours of flyering our cast and
crew were putting in, we were struggling to get any reviewers to reserve tickets or
gain a paying audience of more the five people each day. We took to adapting our
marketing methods. We would hand out a number of free tickets to see the show
every morning in the hopes that the more people who came to see the show, the
more that word would spread. You hear it a thousand times at the Fringe, but word of
mouth is everything to performers, it is the most valuable marketing technique. After
a few days we started to get some audience reviews and picked up on some great
networking opportunities allowing us to meet some key members of press, ticket
sales picked up and we had our first few reviews by the start of the second week.
We performed the show 25 times over the month with one day off in the middle of
the run. This was by far the longest and most intense performance run any of us had
completed and it made clear to us the importance of looking after yourself and your
team. We found the professional environment very different to the environment of
theatre at Warwick University. It was a lot stricter and taught us about endurance,
but it also highlighted the benefit of honest connection. It became a lot easier to
market our show once we settled into being able to have honest conversations about
show and our experiences at the fringe to other artists. We found this a lot more
effective in terms of targeted marketing rather than just constant flyering.
We finished our run strong, getting some of our largest audiences at the end of the
month. We received four 5***** reviews and five 4**** reviews from reputable
publications and made some close industry connections. By the end of the month we
were exhausted but, grateful that we had gotten the chance to take part in such a
special festival. During August we managed to see all kinds of theatre, meet all kinds
of people and improve as a company and as individuals.
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Future of Pound of Flesh
The 2019 Edinburgh Festival Fringe was only the beginning for Fires Our Shoes
Have Made. We have and intend to keep building upon the success of the Fringe
and improve the show even further.
Since returning from the festival we have increased our cast. We now have a band of
four musicians who multirole as characters in the play. The addition of so many
instruments and people gives the show a live and electric feeling which feels natural
to the form. Whilst at the Fringe an important aspect of the show was consistency –
making sure that every audience got a good performance. However, after a whole
month of performances we feared the show was coming across as too prerecorded
and not risky enough. We hope that with the band the show will really feel like gig
theatre.
Also, the script is being rewritten. Following the same themes, the script now aims to
focus in more on the children’s grief and how this manifests itself in their experience
and behaviour. We hope that this will streamline the piece and make it more
accessible and emotional.
We have worked hard since returning to University, at retaining the connections we
fostered during the Fringe. Our ultimate goal of starting a UK tour is underway with
performance dates secured early next year around London. We would not have been
able to achieve this without the Fringe and we recognise that our hard work during
that month has opened up doors for us. We are continuing to apply for Fringe
festivals around the UK leading up to eventually going back to Edinburgh this
Summer.
Pound of Flesh is also still committed to making work in Warwick and Leamington
Spa involving students at the University. Our first show this year is Crazy Gary’s
Mobile Disco by Gary Owen, which is a promenade performance featuring three
different locations in south Leamington Spa. We have used this show as a way to get
in contact with local businesses who are willing for us to use their property for
performance and strike up relationships with them. We are also developing and
devising a one woman show, to be performed in the new year. This show will focus
around one woman’s experience with autism in her family and the effects of raising
autistic children. We have recently applied for one of Wildcard’s artist development
schemes with this show – one of the companies which inspired Fires Our Shoes
Have Made.
Pound of Flesh post-Edinburgh is a different company. We are focused on
expanding as a group of artists and continuing to make thought provoking and
interesting work, whilst being close to bridging the gap of amateur to professional.
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Appendix
Reviews:
5/5 from ThreeWeeks Edinburgh:
http://threeweeksedinburgh.com/article/fires-our-shoes-have-madepound-of-flesh/
5/5 from The Student: http://www.studentnewspaper.org/fires-our-shoeshave-made-review/
5/5 and 4/5 from Ed Fringe Review:
https://edfringereview.com/review/e/W2kRFhidyhzurS8fHgR6
4/5 from Broadway Baby: https://broadwaybaby.com/shows/fires-ourshoes-have-made/745177
4/5 from The Wee Review: https://theweereview.com/review/fires-ourshoes-have-made/
4/5 from The 730 Review:
https://www.the730review.co.uk/2019/08/21/fires-our-shoes-have-madeedfringe-review/
4/5 from everything theatre: http://everything-theatre.co.uk/2019/08/firesour-shoes-have-made.html
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Previous Production Photos:
Misterman by Enda Walsh, performed at The Nanshan Theatre Festival 2018
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Yen by Anna Jordan, performed in Leamington Spa and at NSDF 2019
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Fires Our Shoes Have Made, performed at The University of Warwick, The Holbeck
and Edinburgh Festival Fringe
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Accounting Statement
The primary use for the Lord Rootes Fund awarded to us was for venue payments.
Below I have shown our original financial plan and a breakdown of the actual project
costs. All receipts have been attached at the end of the report as the payments were
made online.
Proposed Project Costs:

Actual Project Costs:
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Receipts:
Venue Payments:

Accommodation:

Public Liability Insurance:
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Marketing:
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